History of Houston ARCH Oral History Interns

SUMMER 2010
Avery Twitchell-Heyne '13 interviewed Jack Valinski

SUMMER 2011
Amanda Mills '13 interviewed Barry Mandel

SUMMER 2012
Josh Cory '13 interviewed Don Gill
Mary Waelder '13 interviewed Josephine Tittsworth

SUMMER 2013
Cristell Perez '16 interviewed Monica Roberts and Paul Guillory '76

SUMMER 2014
Lucas Riccardi '17 interviewed Larry Lingle
Khadijah Erskine '16 interviewed Kay van Cleave and Scott Tillinghast

SUMMER 2015
Zoe Matranga '16 interviewed Michael C. Webb and Johnny Peden
Anna Thomas '17 interviewed Emma Lou “Scotty” Scott and Dee Dee Waters

SUMMER 2016
Brooke English '19 interviewed Katy Caldwell